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Daka tuss shrine all chests

Opinions about the article or post go here. The puzzle of the Sunken Bucket is what you will find when you venture into the Dhaka Tuss Temple in Zelda Legend: Breath of the Wild. This Dhaka Tuss Temple Guide covers each of the puzzles inside, so you can quickly and easily breeze through the temple
and collect the Spirit Orb at the end. Dhaka Tuss Temple is located on the small islands of Lanayru swamps, north of Kakariko Village and should not be too difficult to find. You can follow our written guide to this article or our video guide, where the Dhaka Tuss Temple begins at the 20:17 mark. When you
get to dhaka tuss shrine, switch Sheikah Slate to magnesis tool. In the first pool there are three balls, flying on the water, with a metal bowl at the bottom of the pool. Activate the magnesium tool and use the bottom of the bowl to collect one of the balls. Move the bowl into the cage-held area near the
corner of the pool and drop the ball into it to unlock the first door. There are several ways to drop the ball into the cages, but any quick movement to the right or left is enough to remove the ball and throw it. Continue to use the magnesium tool on the pelvis, as you run into another room where another pool
is waiting. This room may look very similar to the last one, but there are two big differences. First of all, the caged area in the corner now has a top that will not allow the ball to just get into it. Secondly, there is a switch at the bottom of the pool. Your task is to collect one of the flying balls again and drop it
onto the cage area (even with the top still covering the cage). When the ball rests on the cage, maneuver the bowl so that it is through the switch in the pool, then release it from the magnesium so that it sinks to the bottom of the pool and activates the switch. This unlocks the ceiling of the cage and allows
the ball to fall straight. Later, it also releases water from the pool. Before spreading out to the drained pool, return to the previous room and exit the drained pool to find the door that leads to the chest. Open the chest to find the Silver Longsword (attack 22), then return to the next room, throw it into the
drained pool and go through the corner of the opening. Continue the ramp to get to the final chamber of the camera, and from here you can easily collect your Spirit orb and be on the way! For more temple guides and a common strategy, be sure to check out our Zelda: Breath of the Wild game hub. How
to find and clean the Lanayru regional court. Dhaka Tuss is one of many temples located throughout Zelda: Breath of the Wild. The challenge inside, named The Sunken Scoop Study, is a puzzle that uses Magnesis's ability to cut orbs out of water with a metal bowl. Turn up, and you'll go on to succeed. If



you need help finding and solving Temples, our temple space maps page can help, while our Zelda: Breath of the Wild walkthrough and guide covers other aspects of the game. Dhaka Tuss Temple is located within the Lanayru Tower region, especially southwest of the Lanayru Tower, toward the
southern side of the swampy wetland area. To get there, paragliding as far southeast of the tower as possible, and then cross many archipelago swamps. On one of the medium-sized islands you will see the Daka Tuss shrine, accessible by small wooden bridges of shields. There is no puzzle here that
can be solved to get into the shrine, so just dive in when you're ready. Your job here is to lift the metal bowl with your magnesium abilities and use it to cut the orb out of the water, then place that orb in the cage where there is a nest on the right. It's a little awkward, but easy done when you get to hang it -
getting the ball out of the scoop can be done using just a little bit of momentum... or whip it against the wall. For a new update it is now possible to play Zelda Breath of the Wild VR. Want help on the main game? Our Zelda: Breath of the Wild walkthrough can help complete the beasts of God vah Ruth,
Vah Rudiana, Vah Medoh and Vah Naboris and more. There is also a hub for getting master sword, Hylian Shield and all Zelda Captured Memories and The Great Fairy Fountain, while our temple locations and temple maps explain where to find and solve each puzzle room, including dragon locations
and labyrinth solutions. We also have a DLC 1 guide and dlc 2 guide, including all Tingle, Majora's Mask, Phantom, Midna clothing locations. When you did it, it was time for two rooms. The same principle is applied here, but this time at the bottom of the water there is a button and an orb cage lid. The
button must be pressed to make the orb fall off the cage. To solve this problem, first carefully place the orb on the cage. Then you can drop the bowl on the water button, which will open the lid into the cage and throw in the orb, which in turn will fall into the nest and drain two water rooms, allowing you to
pass. Before head to the exit, though, head back to the first room, which will now have an affordable door to the hidden chest, which contains a 22-strength Silver Longsword. :: Pokemon sword and shield walkthrough and guide after that, you can head back to the second room and get out through the
door at the bottom of the pit, and you're done! While you are here, here are other temples within this region: the Lanayru region (9 temples)Lanayru Temple Map.If you are after other attempts, then our Zelda: Breath of the Wild Shrine locations and maps hub page can help with other regions. FlagView
HistoryDaka Tuss Temple is one of the temples in the Lanayru region of Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild. Dhaka Tuss Temple is a southwest swampy area of Lanayru, past the Lanayru Tower temple on the island - which patrols several Lizalfols and sometimes GuardianUpon to get to this shrine, you
will be greeted with a water pool in which three spheres float. In the far left corner there is a box, which means that you need a way to get into one of the spheres of the box. Under water, you should also notice a large metal bowl. This means that you will need to use magnesium to lift the blow slowly and
gently scoop up the sphere and carefully angle it through the box and dump the sphere into the container. This I did will unlock another area. In the next room there are three more spheres and another container in the corner - but also a large switch underwater. Take the bowl from the previous room and
throw the sphere into the container. Only now you will see that in the box, which there is a container, there is a roof on it - and only an underwater switch can open it. With the sphere in the bowl gently wipe it from the side of the wall to empty the ball on the roof of the box, then again put the bowl in water
and let it fall on the switch. This will open the roof and the sphere will fall into place, drain the water and allow you to continue. Note: Before you move back to the first room to find how the water is also drained in this pool, and the other doors open at the bottom. Enter another room here to find the breasts
that have silver longsword. Now you can head up the steps of the drained pool to find the monk Dhaka Tuss, who will give you another Spirit Orb. Full disclosure: Dhaka Tuss Temple in the Lanayru Tower region is one of our favorites. Both because of the fun rune puzzle and because the name sounds
like a rimshot. Use your magnesium to pick up a metal scoop at the bottom of the pool. Maneuver it under one of the flying balls and take it. Swing around your left through a cage-in bowl-switch and then shake it around a little to knock out the ball. Take a metal scoop with you when you proceed to the
next room. Use the bucket to pick up the next ball. Lower the ball on the pelvic switch cage. Transfer the metal scoop to the bottom of the pool and drop it onto a high pressure plate. This will open the roof of the cage and lower the ball to the pelvic switch. Before you go out, return to the first room and drop
it into the currently emptied swimming pool. At the back there is an entrance hall leading to the room with the breast. Go claim your silver longsword. Trace your actions and get out to pick up the spirit orb. Related Zelda Legend: Breath of the Wild guide and walkthrough walkthrough
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